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ISO TC 189 WG7 
 

ISO TC 189 “Ceramic Tiles” 

WG7  “Sustainability issues  of ceramic tiling systems” 

Objective: to develop an ISO Standard on sustainable ceramic 

tiling (ceramic tiles, adhesives, grouts, etc.) 

 

Title: CERAMIC TILING SYSTEMS Specifications for sustainable 

ceramic tiles and tile installation materials. 1. Ceramic Tiles 

 



WHY this new standard? 
 

 

MARKET REQUIREMENT:  

Sustainability in the building industry 

Interest for - and request of - sustainable products 

 

COMPETITIVENESS: 

Competitive Sustainability of ceramic tiles vs other 

covering materials and other sectors very active 

toward sustainability (like “Carpet”) 

 



WHY this new standard? 
 

 

COMMUNICATION: 

at present manufacturer/consumer  communication 

on sustainability is UNSATISFACTORY and often 

MISLEADING 

 

NEEDS:  

sustainable products, competitive products, a 

communication based on truth and  transparency 

 



WHAT final result?  

 

A NEW ISO STANDARD by ISO TC 189 “Ceramic Tiles” 

 

• outlining the conformity requirements for sustainable tiles and 

installation materials, including environmental, economic and 

social criteria; 

• providing a system for sustainability assessment, using the Life 

cycle approach  

providing a Type I communication tool, according to ISO 14024  



WHAT final result?  

 

A NEW ISO STANDARD by ISO TC 189 “Ceramic Tiles” 

 

This International Standard can be used by internal and external 

parties, including certification bodies, to assess the 

organization's ability to meet customer, statutory and 

regulatory sustainability requirements applicable to the product 

 



WHAT final result?  

 

CONSENSUS based (as any standard should be) 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL BASE 

CREDIBILITY 

FEASIBILITY (including a cost/benefit acceptable ratio) 

 



GENERAL APPROACH 
 

A MULTICRITERIA, MULTIRATING SYSTEM 

Identification and specification of criteria/requirements, covering 

in particular the most significant phases of the Life Cycle 

The compliance to a given criterion of a value measured or 

calculated is assessed for comparison to multiple ratings, 

designated by the following results: 

           100% - 110% - 120% - 130% 

 



A MULTICRITERIA SYSTEM 

Different Types / Categories of Requirements/Criteria 

 

  M = Mandatory/Pass/Fail 

  V = Voluntary/Multirating 

   V1 = Voluntary Pass/Fail 

   V2 = Voluntary Managerial 

   V3 = Voluntary quantitative/performance 

 



A MULTICRITERIA SYSTEM 

Example: 

5.2.2.2.1  Materials records  M 

5.2.3.2.4 Heat recovery systems V1 

5.2.3.2.1  Environmental Management  System (EMS) V2 

5.2.3.2.10 Process waste recycle/reuse factor    V3 
 



A MULTICRITERIA SYSTEM 

Classification of voluntary/multirating requirements 

 

M = Mandatory/Pass/Fail  

V = Voluntary/Multirating 

• V1 = Voluntary Pass/Fail 

• V2 = Voluntary Managerial 

• V3 = Voluntary quantitative/performance 

 

weight = 6 

weight = 3 

weight = 1 

Classification of voluntary/multirating requirements 



DIFFERENT UNIT OF MEASUREMENT  

Multirating Voluntary V3 

Different calculations and different reference values allowed: 

Example. 5.2.3.2.3 



FINAL RATING CALCULATION 

The Arithmetical Average (AA) of the ratings is calculated, for 

each of the three classes of  multirating requirements: 

                         AAV1 = (1/7) * ∑ V1i             (i = 1 – 7) 

                         AAV2 = (1/7) * ∑ V2i             (i = 1 – 7) 

                         AAV3 = (1/8) * ∑ V3i             (i = 1 – 8) 

 

Note that each Arithmetic Average ranges from 100% to 130 %. 

 



FINAL RATING CALCULATION 

The Final Sustainability Rating, SR, is calculated as weighed 

average of the Arithmetical Averages above, using the 

weights indicated in § 6.1: 

 

SR = [1/(1+3+6)] * ([1* AAV1)+( 3* AAV2)+( 6* AAV3)] 

 

Note that also the Final Sustainability Rating SR can range 

from 100% and 130%  

 



CLASSIFICATION 

On the base of the Sustainability Final Rate SR calculated, 

each individual product/production can be deemed as 

conformant to this standard if the following criteria are met: 

 

               1) All Mandatory requirements shall be 

satisfied throughout the standard. 

                2)  A minimum Sustainability Final rating of 

120 shall be achieved for multirating requirements. 

 



FINAL REPORT  

A technical report with the sustainability assessment of a given 

product/production will be developed as the final result of the 

evaluation process according to this standard. This final 

report shall contain: 

 

The confirmation of the compliance with the above mentioned 

criteria (compliance with all the mandatory requirements; a 

minimum final rating SR  of 120% for multirating voluntary 

requirements). 

 



ISO TC 189 WG7 

Thank you! 
 

 


